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Abstract
Let i(G), ra(G) be the minimum cardinality of, respectively, an independent perfect neighbor-
hood set and an R-annihilated set. We point out some classes of graphs for which the inequality
i(G)6ra(G) holds. This study is natural since Favaron and Puech (Discrete Math. 197=198
(1999) 269{284) contains examples of graphs where the dierence i(G) − ra(G) is positive
and can be arbitrarily large. We prove that the inequality i(G)6ra(G) holds if the cycles of
G satisfy some assertions veried in particular by the chordal graphs. This result generalizes
the one concerning trees proved in Cockayne et al. (Discrete Math. 188 (1948) 253{260).
We also establish the same inequality for C1;2;2-free graphs, which generalizes the result
proved independently in Cockayne and Mynhardt (J. Combin. Math. Combin. Comput., to ap-
pear) and Favaron and Puech for claw-free graphs. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
1. Introduction
The graphs G= (V; E) which we consider here, are simple and nite. The degree,
neighborhood, closed neighborhood of a vertex x of G are, respectively, denoted by
d(x), N (x), N [x] where N [x]=N (x)[fxg. If X V , then we write N (X )=[x2XN (x)
and N [X ]=N (X )[X . For two sets X and S of vertices of G, we say that X dominates
S (or S is dominated by X ) if S N [X ]. For a set S of vertices of G and a vertex
x of G, the number jN (x) \ Sj of the vertices of S which are adjacent to the vertex
x is denoted by dS(x). We say that a graph G is X -free if the graph G contains no
induced subgraph isomorphic to X .
A graph G is chordal if any cycle of G (of length four or more) contains an edge
joining two nonconsecutive vertices of the cycle. In particular any tree is a chordal
graph. Equivalently, a graph is chordal if and only if it has no induced cycle of length
four or more. Thus, every induced subgraph of a chordal graph is chordal. A vertex x
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is a simplicial vertex if N (x) induces a complete subgraph. It is well known that any
chordal graph contains at least one simplicial vertex.
For X V we denote by G[X ] the subgraph induced by X in G and by YX (respec-
tively, ZX ) the sets of nonisolated (respectively, isolated) vertices of G[X ]. We say
that X is an independent set if YX = ; and that X is a dominating set if N [X ] = V
(or equivalently if X dominates V ). We denote by (G) the minimum cardinality of a
dominating set.
The X -private neighborhood of a vertex x of X is the set N [x] − N [X − fxg] and
its elements are the X -private neighbors of x. The X -private neighbors of x which are
not contained in X are called external and we denote by BX (x) the set of external
X -private neighbors of x. We observe that the X -private neighborhood of x is BX (x) if
x 2 YX and fxg [ BX (x) if x 2 ZX . The set X is irredundant in G if all the X -private
neighborhoods of vertices of X are nonempty. The irredundant set X is maximal if
X [fvg is not irredundant for all v 2 V −X and the minimum cardinality of a maximal
irredundant set is denoted by ir(G).
The concept of external X -private neighborhood enables us to dene from X a
partition X [ BX [ CX [ RX (disjoint union) of V where
 BX =fv 2 V −X jdX (v)=1g=[x2X BX (x) is the set of external X -private neighbors
of vertices of X ,
 CX = fv 2 V −X jdX (v)>2g is the set of the vertices of V −X which are adjacent
to at least two vertices of X ,
 RX = fv 2 V − X jdX (v) = 0g is the set of the vertices undominated by X .
We need one additional concept about private neighborhoods. For x 2 X and
v 2 V − X , v annihilates x (or x is annihilated by v) if the X -private neighbor-
hood of x is nonempty and is dominated by v. Observe that if v annihilates x, then
(informally) addition of v to X destroys (or annihilates) the X -private neighborhood
of x. For U V − X dene X to be U -annihilated if every u 2 U annihilates some
x 2 X .
We can now state a necessary and sucient condition for an irredundant set to be
maximal which was rst explicitely expressed in [3]. The irredundant set X of G is
maximal if and only if X is N [RX ]-annihilated, that is if and only if every vertex in
N [RX ] dominates the X -private neighborhood of some vertex in X .
The set of the vertices of RX annihilating a vertex x 2 X is denoted by DestroyX (x).
Therefore, if X is a maximal irredundant set then by the previous characterization we
have RX = [x2YXDestroyX (x).
Since the proofs of several existing results about ir only require the R-annihilation
property and do not require N [R]-annihilation or irredundance, the same arguments
establish stronger results (see [1]) and the following parameter is thus introduced. We
say that a set X is an Ra-set if the set X is R-annihilated and the minimum cardinality
of an Ra-set is denoted by ra(G). Since every maximal irredundant set is also an
Ra-set, we have ra(G)6ir(G) for every graph G.
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Another kind of irredundant sets were introduced by Fricke et al. [7]. For X V ,
a vertex v 2 V is called X-perfect if jN [v] \ X j = 1, that is if v 2 (X ) where
(X )=ZX [BX is the set of X -private neighbors of vertices of X . The set X is a perfect
neighborhood set, PN-set for short, if for all w 2 V some vertex of N [w] is X -perfect
or equivalently, if (X ) dominates G. As claimed, every PN-set X is irredundant since
every vertex of YX must be dominated by BX . The minimum cardinality of a PN-set
is denoted by (G), the minimum cardinality of an independent PN-set by i(G), and
clearly (G)6i(G) for every graph G.
A subset X of V is a packing if for all distinct x1; x2 2 X , N [x1] \ N [x2] = ;, that
is if CX [ YX = ;. Since N (RX )\BX 6= ; for every maximal packing and since YX = ;
for every packing, every maximal packing is an independent PN-set. We then dene
two parameters L(G) and (G) which are, respectively, the smallest and the largest
cardinality of a maximal packing.
It is well known that for any graph
ra6ir
6i6L6

6:
A large amount of work has been done on related domination subjects and a lot
of related concepts have been introduced and studied. Further work may be found in
the recent and very complete book by Haynes et al. [8], the bibliography of which
contains more than 1220 titles.
We now specify the subject of this article. In the eld of domination in graphs,
one of the principal tasks is to compare all the known parameters. Motivated by the
aforementioned relations ir6 and 6 and by observations on small graphs, Fricke
et al. [7] conjectured the following.
Conjecture (Fricke et al. [7]). For any graph G, (G)6ir(G).
This research evolved from attempts to prove this conjecture until this was shown
to be false by Favaron and Puech.
Theorem 1 (Favaron and Puech [6]). For any positive integer K; there exists graphs
G such that (G)− ir(G)>K .
However, several results concerning this conjecture have already been obtained. In
particular the inequality 6ir was established for trees and for claw-free graphs.
Theorem 2 (Cockayne and Mynhardt [5] and independently by Favaron and Puech [6]).
For any claw-free graph G; (G)6ir(G).
Theorem 3 (Cockayne et al. [4]). For any tree T; (T )6ir(T ).
In this article we determine classes of graphs for which the inequality i6ra holds.
This inequality is stronger than 6ir, since (G)6i(G) and ra(G)6ir(G) for every
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Fig. 1.
graph G. Moreover, the two classes we study here, contain the two classes mentioned
in Theorems 2 and 3.
Indeed, since the claw is an induced subgraph of C1;2;2 (see Fig. 1 ), claw-free graphs
are C1;2;2-free graphs. We thus generalize Theorem 2 by establishing the following
result.
Theorem 4. For any C1;2;2-free graph G; i(G)6ra(G).
Since trees are chordal graphs, we generalize Theorem 3 as follows.
Theorem 5. For any chordal graph G; i(G)6ra(G).
For any tree it was proved in [2] that L6ra, and this inequality is stronger than
i6ra since i(G)6L(G) for every graph G. Therefore, one can ask if L6ra holds
for chordal graphs. But we nd a class of chordal graphs for which L> ir and conse-
quently L> ra. Thus, we cannot improve Theorem 5 by showing that the inequality
L6ra holds for chordal graphs.
To conclude, we may raise the following general problem. In [6] examples of graphs
satisfying ir< were constructed. The smallest of these has roughly two million ver-
tices and until now attempts to obtain simpler examples have failed. So, one can ask if
6ir (or even L6ra or any intermediate inequality) holds for large classes of graphs.
The article is organised as follows. In Sections 2 and 3, we establish preliminary
results. In Section 4, we prove Theorem 4. In Section 5, we prove that i(G)6ra(G)
if the cycles of G have certain properties. As a corollary, we obtain Theorem 5. In
Section 6, we show that Theorem 5 is in some sense the best possible.
2. The associates of an arbitrary set of vertices
In this section we consider an arbitrary set X of G and from the partition X [BX [
CX [ RX of V induced by X we dene a nonunique independent PN-set W that we
called an associate of X .
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Fig. 2.
Denition 2.1. If U and S are two subsets of the vertex set V , we say that S is an
U -sample if S is an independent set such that U \ CS = ; (that is every vertex of U
which does not belong to S has at the most one neighbor in S).
Denition 2.2. An associate of X V is a set W = K [ L [ O [ P where
1. the set K BX is an X -sample such that BX (x) − CK 6= ; for every x 2 X and
which is maximal under inclusion. In other words the set K 0 = K [ fvg does not
satisfy the requirements on K for every v 2 BX −K , that is either the set K 0 is not
an X -sample or there exists a vertex x of X such that BX (x)CK0 ,
2. the set LRX is an (BX − CK)-sample such that N [L] \ (K) = ; and which is
maximal under inclusion,
3. the set OCX is an X -sample such that N [O]\(K[L)=; and which is maximal
under inclusion,
4. the set PX is an independent set such that N [P] \ (K [ L [O) = ; and which
is maximal under inclusion.
Example 2.3. If we consider the graph G of Fig. 2 and the set X = fx; y; zg, then
the set W = K [ L [ O [ P, where K = fz0g, L = ftg, O = fag and P = ;, is an
associate of X . Indeed, the set K = fz0g satises Requirement 1 of Denition 2.2, and
in particular the maximality condition since K 01=K[fy0g is not an independent set (and
therefore K 01 is not an X -sample) and since BX (y) = fy0gCK02 when K 02 = K [ fx0g.
Since (K) = fz0; z; y0; v; wg dominates the three vertices u, v and w of RX but not
t, the set L = ftg satises Requirement 2. The set O = fag satises Requirement 3,
since (K [ L) = ft; x0; z0; z; y0; v; wg dominates b but not a. Finally, the set P = ;
satises Requirement 4, since (K [ L [ O) = fa; x; y; t; x0; z0; z; y0; v; wg dominates all
the vertices of X . Observe that there is not an unique associate related to X , since the
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set W = K [ L [O [ P, where K = fy0g, L= ;, O= ; and P = ;, is also an associate
of X .
We can now state the main result of the section.
Proposition 2.4. If X is a set of vertices of G; then every associate W of X is an
independent PN-set of G.
The next denition is useful throughout the article.
Denition 2.5. Let X be a set of vertices and W be an associate of X .
We say that the vertex y 2 X is up-related to the couple (x; x0) 2 X BX (x) where
x 6= y if the sets BX (y)\BK and BX (y)\CK partition BX (y) and if the set BX (y)\BK
is nonempty and is dominated by x0.
Example 2.6. If we consider the graph G of Fig. 2, the set X and the associate W of
X of Example 2.3, then the vertex y is up-related to the couple (x; x0) since the set
BX (y) = BX (y) \ BK = fy0g is dominated by x0.
We establish some technical lemmas in order to prove Proposition 2.4.
Lemma 2.7. If S is a U -sample; then the sets S and U \ N (S) are included in
(S). Moreover; if S [ fsg is not an U -sample where s 62 S; then S [ [U \ N (S)]
dominates s.
Proof. Since S is an independent set, we have S (S) and N (S) = BS [ CS . Since
U \ CS = ; by denition of S, we get that U \ N (S) = (U \ BS) [ (U \ CS) = U \
BS BS (S). Moreover, suppose that S 0 = S [ fsg is not an U -sample. Then, we
consider two cases, that is S 0 is not an independent set or U \ CS0 6= ;. In the rst
case, the vertex s is adjacent to at least one vertex of S, since S is an independent
set but not S 0 = S [ fsg. In the second case, every vertex of U \ CS0 is in U \ N (S)
and is adjacent to s, since every vertex of U \ CS0 has at the most one neighbor in S
(because U \ CS = ;) and at least two neighbors in S 0 = S [ fsg. So, in either cases
S [ [U \ N (S)] dominates s.
Lemma 2.8. If E and F are two disjoint independent sets of the graph G such
that N [F] \ (E) = ;; then the disjoint union E [ F is an independent set and we
have (E [ F) = (E) [ [(F) − CE] (in particular (E)(E [ F) and (F) −
CE (E [ F)).
Proof. Since E is an independent set, we have E(E), so that N [F] \ E = ; by
the hypothesis N [F] \ (E) = ;. Then, the disjoint union E [ F is an independent set
since E and F are independent sets and since the vertices of F have no neighbors
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in E. In general, we have BE[F = (BE − N [F]) [ (BF − N [E]). Since by denition
BE (E), we have N [F] \ BE = ; by the hypothesis N [F] \ (E) = ;. In other
words BE − N [F] = BE . On the other hand, BF \ (E) = ; since N [F] \ (E) = ;
and N [E]=(E)[CE since E is an independent set. Therefore, we have BF −N [E]=
BF − CE and thus BE[F = BE [ [BF − CE]. Since E [ F is an independent set (and so
F−CE=F), we have (E[F)=(E[F)[BE[F =[E[BE][ [F [ (BF −CE)]=(E)[
[(F)− CE].
Lemma 2.9. If X is a set of vertices and if W is one of its associates; then the
following statements hold:
1. The set W is independent and (K)(K [ L)(K [ L [ O)(W ).
2. The set N (L) \ [BX − CK ] is included in (W ) and more precisely in (K [ L).
3. The set N (O) \ X is included in (W ).
Proof. Statement 1 follows immediately from Denition 2.2 and Lemma 2.8.
By Denition 2.2 and Lemma 2.7 the set N (L) \ [BX − CK ] is included in (L)
and is even included in (L) − CK since N (L) \ [BX − CK ] = [N (L) \ BX ] − CK .
Moreover, by Denition 2.2 and Lemma 2.8 we get (L)− CK (K [ L). We thus
have N (L) \ [BX − CK ](L) − CK (K [ L)(W ) and therefore, Statement 2
holds.
By Denition 2.2 and Lemma 2.7, we obtain that N (O)\X (O). But N (L)\X=;
since LRX and CK \ X = ; since the set K is an X -sample. We therefore have
X \CK[L= ;, so that N (O)\X (O)−CK[L. On the other hand, by Denition 2.2
and Lemma 2.8 we get (O)− CK[L(K [ L [ O). Then by Statement 1 we have
N (O) \ X (W ) and thus Statement 3 holds.
Lemma 2.10. If X is a set of vertices; if x is in X and if W is one of the associates
of X; then the two following statements hold:
1. BX (x) \ (K) = ; ) BX (x) \ RK 6= ;.
2. If BX (x) \ K = ;; then for every x0 2 BX (x) \ RK there exists y 2 X such that
the vertex y is up-related to the couple (x; x0).
Proof. Suppose that BX (x)\(K)=; and that BX (x)\RK=;. Since K is an independent
set, (K) =K [ BK . Hence, BX (x)−CK = BX (x)\ (K [ BK [ RK) = (BX (x)\(K))[
(BX (x)\ RK) = ; by the two previous hypotheses. The fact that BX (x)−CK = ; gives
a contradiction with the denition of K and therefore Statement 1 holds.
Suppose that BX (x) \ K = ; and let x0 be any vertex in the set BX (x) \ RK which
we suppose as nonempty. We consider the set K 0 = K [ fx0g in order to use the
maximality of K under the requirements of Denition 2.2. The set K 0 is independent
since K is an independent set and since x0 2 RK . On the other hand, we claim that
X \ CK0 = ;, so that the set K 0 is an X -sample. Indeed, suppose on the contrary, that
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X \CK0 contains a vertex t. Since X \CK = ;, the vertex t of X is adjacent to exactly
one vertex k of K and to the vertex x0 of BX (x). Since both k and x0 are external
X -private neighbors, they are adjacent to exactly one vertex in X , namely t=x, so that
k 2 BX (x). We obtain a contradiction with BX (x) \ K = ; and the set K 0 is thus an
X -sample.
Then the maximality of K implies that there exists y 2 X such that BX (y)CK0 . In
other words no vertex of BX (y) belongs to K 0 and each vertex of BX (y) is adjacent
to at least two vertices of K 0. Since K 0=K [fx0g, the sets BX (y)\K and BX (y)\RK
are empty, and the vertex x0 dominates the set BX (y) \ BK .
Note that x 6= y since x0 2 BX (x) \ RK and BX (y) \ RK = ;.
Since BX (y) \ K = ; and BX (y) \ RK = ;, we have BX (y) − CK = BX (y) \ (K [
BK [ RK) = (BX (y) \ K) [ (BX (y) \ BK) [ (BX (y) \ RK) = BX (y) \ BK . Then, since
BX (y)− CK = BX (y) \ BK , the sets BX (y) \ BK and BX (y) \ CK partition BX (y) and
the set BX (y)\BK is nonempty by Denition 2.2. Hence the vertex y is up-related to
the couple (x; x0) and the Statement 2 holds.
Proof of Proposition 2.4. By Lemma 2.9, W is an independent set. Since V = X [
BX [ CX [ RX , and since W is a PN-set if and only if (W ) dominates V , we can
complete the proof by showing that (W ) dominates each of X , BX , CX , and RX .
The set (W ) dominates BX . Suppose that there exist x2X and x02BX (x) such that
(K) does not dominate x0. Then BX (x)\K=;, for otherwise the vertex x 2 N (K)\X
belongs to (K) (see Lemma 2.7) and furthermore, dominates x0, a contradiction. Since
by hypothesis the set (K) does not dominate the vertex x0 and since K (K), we
denitely have x0 2 RK . Since BX (x) \ K = ; and x0 2 BX (x) \ RK , then by Lemma
2.10(2) there exists y 2 X such that the vertex y is up-related to the couple (x; x0).
So, the vertex x0 is dominated by the nonempty set BX (y) \ BK (K), which gives
a contradiction. Thus (K)(W ) dominates BX .
The set (W ) dominates RX . Suppose that u 2 RX − L is not dominated by (K).
Therefore, by maximality of L (see Denition 2.2), the set L [ fug cannot be an
(BX − CK)-sample, so that by Lemma 2.7 the set L [ [N (L) \ (BX − CK)] dominates
u. Since by Lemma 2.9(2) N (L) \ [BX − CK ](W ) and since L(W ), we obtain
that (W ) dominates u. Thus (W ) dominates RX − L since (K)(W ) and the
result holds because L(W ).
The set (W ) dominates CX . Suppose that c 2 CX − O is not dominated by
(K [ L). Therefore, by maximality of O, the set O [ fcg cannot be an X -sample.
Hence by Lemma 2.7 O [ [N (O) \ X ] dominates c. Since by Lemma 2.9(3) N (O) \
X (W ) and since O(W ), we obtain that the set (W ) dominates c. Thus (W )
dominates CX − O since (K [ L)(W ) and the result holds because
O(W ).
The set (W ) dominates X . Suppose that x 2 X−P is not dominated by (K[L[O).
Therefore, by maximality of P, the set P [ fxg cannot be independent. However, P is
an independent set, so that P dominates the vertex x. Then the result holds since P
and (K [ L [ O) are included in (W ).
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3. The cardinality of an associate
In this section, if X is an Ra-set of the graph G and W an associate of X , we
get an upper bound on jW j in terms of jX j. In the two following sections we will
consider dierent properties on G for which the inequality jW j6jX j holds. Since W
is an independent PN-set of G by Proposition 2.4, we have i(G)6jW j. Now if X is
an Ra-set of cardinality ra(G) then the expected inequality i(G)6ra(G) holds when
G satises the considered properties.
Denition 3.1. If X is a set of vertices and W is one of its associates, then we dene
a function f from W into the set of the subsets of X by
f(w) =
8>><
>>:
fx 2 X jw 2 BX (x)g if w 2 K;
fx 2 X jw 2 DestroyX (x)g if w 2 L;
N (w) \ X if w 2 O;
fwg if w 2 P:
Example 3.2. If we consider the graph G of Fig. 2, the set X and the associate W
of X of Example 2.3, then the function f is dened by f(z0) = fzg, f(t) = fxg and
f(a) = fx; yg.
Remark 3.3. (On the cardinality of the subset f(w) of X.)
jf(w)j= 1 if w 2 K (by the private neighbor property);
jf(w)j>1 if w 2 L and if X is an Ra-set
 
because RX =
[
x2X
DestroyX (x)
!
;
jf(w)j>2 if w 2 O (because OCX and jf(w)j= dX (w)>2);
jf(w)j= 1 if w 2 P:
Finally, note that f(w)N [w] when w 2 W − L.
Denition 3.4. If X is a set of vertices of G and if W is one of the associates of X ,
then we consider the set M = [X − f(W )] [ [f(O)− f(L)] where f(A) = [a2Af(a)
for any subset A of X .
Example 3.5. If we consider the graph G of Fig. 2, the set X and the associate W of
X of Example 2.3, then the set M is [fx; y; zg − f(fz0; t; ag)] [ [f(a)− f(t)] = [;] [
[fx; yg − fxg] = fyg.
We now state the main result of the section.
Proposition 3.6. If X is an Ra-set X and W one of its associates; then we have
jW j6jX j − jM j+ jOj. Moreover; if f(L) \ f(O) = ; then jW j6jX j.
We establish some technical lemmas in order to prove Proposition 3.6.
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Lemma 3.7. If f is any function such as in Denition 3:1 and if x is any vertex of
X; then the following statements hold when w denotes the set (W ) \ N [w]:
1. If x 2 f(w) with w 2 K then x 2 w and BX (x) \ (K) 6= ;.
2. If x 2 f(w) with w 2 L then the set BX (x) − CK is a nonempty set included in
w (and even in (K [ L)); BX (x) \ (K [ L) 6= ; and BX (x) \ (K) = ;.
3. If x 2 f(w) with w 2 O then x 2 w.
4. If x 2 f(w) with w 2 P then x 2 w and BX (x) \ (K [ L) = ;.
Proof. By Lemma 2.7 and since K is an X -sample we get that X \ N (K)(K)
(W ). Since x 2 X \N (K) we then have x 2 (W )\N [w] =w. On the other hand,
by denition of f, the set BX (x)\K contains the vertex w and is therefore nonempty.
Moreover, since K (K), we have BX (x) \ (K) 6= ; and thus Statement 1 holds.
By Denition 2.2 and by Lemma 2.9(2), the set BX (x) − CK is nonempty and is
included in (K[L), so that BX (x)\(K[L) 6= ;. By Lemma 2.9(1) (K[L)(W )
and therefore BX (x)− CK ((W ) \ N [w]) = w. By denition of f, the vertex w of
L annihilates x, that is BX (x)N [w]N [L]. Now, by Denition 2.2 N [L]\(K)=;,
so that BX (x) \ (K) = ; and thus Statement 2 holds.
By denition of f, x 2 N (O) \ X . Now, by Lemma 2.9(3), N (O) \ X (W ).
Hence, x 2 (W ) \ N [w] = w and thus Statement 3 holds.
By denition of f, x= w 2 PW (W ). Hence x 2 (W ) \ N [w] = w. On the
other hand, since (K [ L)(K [ L [ O) (see Lemma 2.9(1)), since BX (x)N [P]
and since N [P]\(K [ L[O) = ; by denition of P, we have BX (x)\(K [ L) = ;.
Thus Statement 4 holds.
Lemma 3.8. Let f be a function such as in Denition 3:1; x be a vertex of X and
w1; w2 be two distinct vertices of W. If x 2 f(w1) \ f(w2) then there exists an
unique couple (l; o) 2 L O such that fw1; w2g= fo; lg.
Proof. If w is a vertex of the associate W of X we denote by w the set (W ) \
N [w] of the external W -private neighbors of the vertex w. Suppose that x 2 f(w1) \
f(w2) where w1 and w2 are two distinct vertices of W . It follows from the W -private
neighbor property that w1 \ w2 = ;. If x 2 f(w) and w 2 W − L then x 2 w by
Lemma 3.7. Therefore, without loss of generality we can suppose that w1 2 L, for
otherwise both w1 and w2 would be in W − L and so x 2 w1 \ w2 , which gives a
contradiction. Hence by Statement 2 of Lemma 3.7 the set BX (x)−CK is a nonempty
set included in w1 , BX (x) \ (K [ L) 6= ; and BX (x) \ (K) = ;. We now consider
the dierent cases on w2 and we apply Lemma 3.7. If w2 2 K then BX (x)\(K) 6= ;,
which gives a contradiction. The vertex w2 cannot be in L for otherwise, BX (x) −
CK w1 \w2 = ;, a contradiction. If w2 2 P then BX (x)\(K [L)= ;, which gives
a contradiction. Since W − [K [ L [ P] = O we get that w2 2 O. The unicity of the
couple (w1; w2) of L  O follows from Statements 2 and 3 of Lemma 3.7 by using
similar arguments.
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Lemma 3.9. We consider a set X of vertices of G; one of its associates W; and the
vertices o; l; x which; respectively; belong to the sets O; L and X. If x 2 f(o)\f(l);
then there exist a vertex y of X and an external X-private neighbor x0 of x undomi-
nated by K; such that the vertex y is up-related to the couple (x; x0). Moreover; y 2 M
and x0 2 (K [ L). In other words; if x 2 f(o) − M then there exist y 2 M and
x0 2 BX (x) \ (K [ L) such that y is up-related to (x; x0).
Proof. Suppose that x 2 f(o)\f(l) where o2O and l2L. By Statement 2 of Lemma
3.7, we have BX (x) \ (K) = ; and consequently BX (x) \ K = ;. Then by Lemma
2.10(1) we can consider a vertex x0 of BX (x) \ RK . Hence by Lemma 2.10(2) there
exists y 2 X such that the vertex y is up-related to the couple (x; x0). On the other
hand, since x0 2 N (l) \ [BX − CK ] and by Lemma 2.9(2), we get x0 2 (K [ L).
It immediately follows from Denition 2.5 that BX (y) \ K = ; and BX (y) \ (K) =
BX (y)\BK 6= ;. Since BX (y)\K=; and by Denition 3.1, the vertex y cannot belong
to f(K). Since BX (y) \ (K) 6= ; (and consequently BX (y) \ (K [ L) 6= ;) and by
Statements 2 and 4 of Lemma 3.7, then the vertex y belong neither to f(L) nor to
f(P). Therefore, the vertex y belongs to the set X − f(K [ L [ P) = [X − f(W )] [
[f(W )−f(K [ L[ P)] = [X −f(W )][ [f(O)−f(L)] =M , since by Lemma 3.9 we
have f(W )− f(K [ L [ P) = f(O)− f(L).
Remark 3.10. By the previous lemma, each vertex o of the set O can be associated
to at least two vertices of M . Indeed, either o is adjacent to a vertex in M or a vertex
in M is up-related to one of its neighbors.
Lemma 3.11. Let f be a function from a set W into the set of the subsets of a set
X such that f(w) 6= ; for every w 2 W . For each vertex x of X we denote by (x)
the real numberX
fw2W=x2f(w)g
1
jf(w)j :
Then we have jW j=Px2X (x).
Proof. Since f(w) 6= ;, we get
X
fx2X=x2f(w)g
1
jf(w)j = 1 for every w 2 W:
Then
jW j=
X
w2W
1 =
X
w2W
X
fx2X=x2f(w)g
1
jf(w)j
=
X
x2X
X
fw2W=x2f(w)g
1
jf(w)j =
X
x2X
(x):
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Proof of Proposition 3.6. We consider an Ra-set X and one of its associates W . By
Remark 3:3, jf(w)j>1 for every w 2 W , so that the function f satises the hypotheses
of Lemma 3.11. On the other hand, by Lemma 3.8 and Denition 3.4, we have
(x) =
8>>>>><
>>>>>:
0 if x 2 X − f(W );
1
jf(w)j if x 2 f(W )− [f(L) \ f(O)] where x 2 f(w);
1
jf(l)j +
1
jf(o)j if x 2 f(l) \ f(o); l 2 L and o 2 O:
We rst prove that, if f(L) \ f(O) = ; then jW j6jX j. Indeed, if f(L) \ f(O) = ;
then (x)61 for every x 2 X . Therefore, by Lemma 3.11, we get jW j6jX j.
We now prove that in general jW j6jX j − jM j+ jOj.
By Remark 3:3, jf(w)j>1 for every w 2 W , so that (x)61 for every x 2 f(W )−
f(O). Therefore, by Lemma 3.11 we get
jW j=
X
x2X
(x)6jf(W )j − jf(O)j+
X
x2f(O)
(x):
Now X
x2f(O)
(x) =
X
x2f(O)\f(L)
X
f(l;o)2LO=x2f(l)\f(o)g

1
jf(l)j +
1
jf(o)j

+
X
x2f(O)−f(L)
X
fo2O=x2f(o)g
1
jf(o)j :
By Lemma 3.8 note that for every x 2 f(L) \ f(O) there exists an unique couple
(l; o) 2 L O such that x 2 f(l) \ f(o).
So X
x2f(O)
(x) =
X
x2f(O)\f(L)
X
fl2L=x2f(l)g
1
jf(l)j +
X
x2f(O)
X
fo2O=x2f(o)g
1
jf(o)j
6 jf(L) \ f(O)j+
X
o2O
X
fx2f(O)=x2f(o)g
1
jf(o)j
6 jf(L) \ f(O)j+
X
o2O
1
6 jf(L) \ f(O)j+ jOj:
Then, since by Denition 3.4 jM j= jX j − jf(W )j+ jf(O)j − jf(L) \ f(O)j, we get
jW j6jf(W )j − jf(O)j+ jf(L) \ f(O)j+ jOj6jX j − jM j+ jOj
and the proposition holds.
4. The C1;2;2-free graphs
Since a claw-free graph is a C1;2;2-free graph (see Fig. 1) and since i(G)6ra(G)
implies (G)6ir(G) for every graph G, we generalize the result given independently
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in [5,6] which states that every claw-free graph G satises (G)6ir(G). Indeed, we
prove the following.
Theorem 4. If the graph G is C1;2;2-free then i(G)6ra(G).
Proof. Let X be an Ra-set of cardinality ra(G) and W be one of its associates. Since
W is an independent PN-set of G by Proposition 2.4, we clearly have i(G)6jW j. In
the following we prove that the set f(L) \ f(O) is empty. So by Proposition 3.6 we
have i(G)6jW j6jX j= ra(G) and the proposition holds.
Suppose, on the contrary, that the set f(L) \ f(O) contains at least one vertex x.
By Lemma 3.8 there exists an unique couple (l; o) 2 LO such that x 2 f(l)\f(o).
Therefore, by Lemma 3.9 there exist x0 2 BX (x) \ RK and y 2 X − fxg such that the
vertex y is up-related to the couple (x; x0). Since x0 2 (BX (x) \ RK)(BX (x) − CK),
then by Statement 2 of Lemma 3.7 the vertex x0 belongs to (K [ L). Let y0 be a
vertex in BX (y) \ BK (K) and k be the unique vertex of K which is adjacent to
y0. By Lemma 3.8 and by Denition 3.1, the fact that x 2 f(l) \ f(o) implies that
BX (x) \ K = ;, and so k 62 BX (x). We make the following remarks.
 There is no edge between x and k and between x and y0 by the private neighbor
property and since the vertices k and y0 are included in BX − BX (x).
 There is no edge between l and x since by Denition 2.2 we have LRX .
 There is no edge between l and k 2 K and between l and y0 2 BK since by
Denition 2.2 we have N [L] \ (K) = ; and since (K) = K [ BK .
 There is no edge between k and x0 since x0 2 RK .
 There is no edge between o and l 2 L, between o and x0 2 (K [ L) (see above),
between o and k 2 K and between o and y0 2 BK (K), since by Denition 2.2
we have N [O]\(K [ L) = ; and since the three sets L, K and (K) are included
in (K [ L).
Then the graph G[x0; l; x; o; y0; k] is isomorphic to C1;2;2, which contradicts the fact that
the graph G is C1;2;2-free.
5. A property on cycles
In this section we show that the inequality i(G)6ra(G) holds if the cycles of
G have certain properties. Since i(G)6ra(G) implies (G)6ir(G) for every graph
G and since trees have no cycles, we generalize the result in [4] which states that
(T )6ir(T ) for every tree T . As a corollary, we obtain Theorem 5.
Denition 5.1. Let C: c1c2    cp be a cycle of G of length p and in what follows we
consider the subscripts of the vertex of C modulo p.
A link of C is an edge cici+2 (if C is a triangle then the edges and the links of the
cycle are confused). We say that two links cici+2 and cjcj+2 are disjoint if and only
if ji − jj>3.
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Fig. 3.
A cycle C such that every two links are disjoint induces an unique cycle on the
vertices fci 2 V (C)=ci−1ci+1 is not a linkg and is called the short cut of C.
A trace of G is a cycle of G of length dierent from 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14 and 19
such that every two links are disjoint and such that its short cut is linkless.
Example 5.2. We consider the graphs G1; G2 and G3 of Fig. 3 and let C and E be,
respectively, the cycles abcdef and abde. The cycle C of G1 is not a trace since its
links ae and ac are not disjoint. In the graphs G2 and G3, the links ae and bd of the
cycle C are disjoint and the short cut of C is the cycle E. The cycle C of G2 is not a
trace since its short cut E contains the link be and the cycle C of G3 is a trace since
its short cut E is linkless.
We now state the main result of the section.
Theorem 5.3. If the graph G contains at the most one trace; then we have i(G)6
ra(G).
This theorem gives the next corollary and also Theorem 5.
Corollary 5.4. If the graph G contains at the most one cycle of length dierent from
3; 4; 7; 8; 9; 13; 14 and 19; then we have i(G)6ra(G).
Proof. The graph G contains at the most one trace since a trace is a cycle of length
dierent from 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14 and 19. Therefore, by Theorem 5.3 the result
holds.
Theorem 5. If the graph G is chordal then i(G)6ra(G).
Proof. We claim that the graph G contains no traces, so that the result holds by
Theorem 5.3. Indeed, otherwise the induced subgraph of the short cut of a trace must
be chordal and therefore must contain one simplicial vertex (see the introduction for
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the denition) by a well-known result on chordal graphs. We get a contradiction since
every vertex of the short cut is adjacent to two nonadjacent vertices (the short cut is
linkless) and therefore cannot be simplicial.
In order to prove Theorem 5.3 we dene a bipartite graph and we show that
the problem reduces to nding a matching that saturates one of the two sets of the
bipartition.
Denition 5.5. Let X be an Ra-set and W be one of its associates. We dene a bipartite
graph G
 with bipartition (O;M) by its edge set 
=f(o; y) 2 OM= either y 2 f(o)
or there exist l 2 L; x 2 f(l)\f(o) and x0 2 BX (x)\ RK such that y is up-related to
(x; x0)g.
Proposition 5.6. Let X be an Ra-set of a graph G; W be some associate of X and
we consider the associated graph G
 as above. If the graph G
 contains a matching
that saturates every vertex in O then jW j6jX j.
Proof. If the graph G
 contains a matching that saturates every vertex in O, we get
that jOj6jM j. Then by Lemma 3:6, we have jW j6jX j − jM j+ jOj6jX j.
We now give two technical lemmas and then the proof of Theorem 5.3.
Lemma 5.7. The set of the integers n such that there is no two integers  and 
satisfying n= 5+ 6 is exactly the set f1; 2; 3; 4; 7; 8; 9; 13; 14; 19g.
Proof. The result immediately follows from the following fact since we then just have
to consider a nite set of integers. Indeed, we claim that if n is an integer upper or
equal to 24, then there exist two integers  and  such that n= 5+ 6.
Let  be the remainder of the euclidian division of n by 5 (so that 0664).
Hence there exists an integer l such that n = 5l +  and let  be (n − 6)=5. Since
64; >(n−24)=5>0. On the other hand, =(n−6)=5=[(5l+)−6]=5= l−.
Therefore,  is an integer and n= 5+ 6 as required.
Lemma 5.8. Let X be an Ra-set of a graph G; W be some associate of X and we
consider the graph G
 as above. Then; the cycles of G
; and the leaves of G
 which
belong to the set O; give distincts traces in G.
Proof. Let C: o1y1o2y2 : : : opyp be a cycle of G
 where oi 2 O and yi 2 M and in
what follows we consider the subscripts of the vertex of C modulo p. For every x 2 X
such that BX (x) 6= ;, we x an arbitrary external X -private neighbor x0 of x, chosen
if possible in (W ).
By Lemma 3.8 each vertex y of M is adjacent in G
 to at the most one vertex o
of O such that y 2 f(o). We claim that, if a vertex y of M is adjacent in G
 to at
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least two vertices of O, like the yi’s of the cycle C do, then BX (y) 6= ;. Indeed, by
Denition 5.5, at least one of the neighbors of y in O, say o, is such that there exist
l 2 L; x 2 f(l) \ f(o) and x0 2 BX (x) \ RK satisfying y is up-related to (x; x0), so
that in particular BX (y) 6= ;. Then, every edge oiyi of C can be associated to at
least one path P of G linking oi to y0i of type oiyiy
0
i if yi 2 f(oi) or of type
oixix0iy
0
i if yi is up-related to (xi; x
0
i). We say that the edge of G
 reveals the path
P of G. By Lemma 3.8 and by the private neighbor property, every two distinct
paths of G, each revealed by some edge of G
, are internally vertex-disjoint, since
yi 2 f(oi) if the path is of the rst type and xi 2 f(oi) if the path is of the second
type.
Then the cycle C reveals in G a cycle E such that every sequence oiyioi+1 in
G
 may reveal in G the three following kinds of path sequences. The rst one is
oiuiu0iy
0
i t
0
i tioi+1, the second one is oiuiu
0
iy
0
iyioi+1, and the third one is oiyiy
0
i t
0
i tioi+1,
where the vertex yi is up-related to (ui; u0i) and to (ti; t
0
i ). Moreover, the length of the
path sequences in G are 5 or 6. Therefore, the length of E is 5+ 6 where  and 
are integers. Then, by Lemma 5.7, the length of E is dierent from 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 13,
14 and 19.
Since BX (yi) \ BK 6= ; by Denition 2.5, then by our convention on the choice
of y0i in the set BX (yi), the vertex y
0
i is in BK (K). Moreover, by Lemma 3.9,
both u0i and t
0
i are included in (K [ L). Therefore, the vertices y0i ; u0i and t0i are
adjacent to no vertices of O since (K)(K [ L) and since by Denition 2.2 we
have N [O] \ (K [ L) = ;. Finally, by the private neighbor property the vertices x of
X and t0 of BX (t) are adjacent if and only if t = x.
Then the only possible links of E are of the types u0i t
0
i ; yiyi+1; yiui+1; tiyi+1 or tiui+1
and therefore, every two links are clearly disjoint (see Fig. 4 to have an example of
such a cycle E). By the private neighbor property the short cut of E is linkless, and
the cycle E is thus a trace of G.
Let o be a leaf of G
 which is in O. Then since jN (o)\ X j>2 and by Lemma 3.9
the edge oy in G
 reveals a cycle ouu0y0t0t or ouu0y0y where y is up-related to (u; u0)
and to (t; t0). For the same reasons as above, this revealed cycle is a trace of G.
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Proof of Theorem 5.3. Let X be an Ra-set of G of cardinality ra(G); W be some
associate of X and we consider the graph G
. Since W is an independent PN-set of G
by Proposition 2.4, we clearly have i(G)6jW j. If the graph G contains at most one
trace, we are going to prove that G
 contains a matching that saturates every vertex
in O. Then, it follows from Proposition 5.6 that i(G)6jW j6jX j= ra(G).
Without loss of generality we assume that the bipartite graph G
 is connected since
we can match independently in each connected component of G
. By Remark 3.10 the
bipartite graph G
 is not reduced to a single vertex of O. By Lemma 5.8 and since
the graph G contains at the most one trace, the bipartite graph G
 contains at the most
one cycle C or (exclusive) at the most one leaf o in the set O. Since the graph G

is bipartite, the unique possible cycle C is of even length, so that we can match in an
obvious way the vertices of C, and for the rest we contract the cycle C into a vertex c.
We consider the obtained tree as a rooted tree with root c; o or any leaf otherwise,
so that any terminal leaves of the tree does not belong to the set O. We match each
vertex in O with one of its childs and we clearly obtain a matching that saturates every
vertex in O as required.
6. A counterexample
In this article we notably establish that i6ra holds for any chordal graph (see
Theorem 5). Now, for any tree it was proved in [2] that L6ra, and this inequality is
stronger than i6ra since i(G)6L(G) for every graph G. Therefore, one can ask if
L6ra holds for chordal graphs. In this section we nd a class of chordal graphs for
which L> ir and consequently L> ra.
Denition 6.1 (Denition of the graph Gl;m, see Fig. 5 ). Let l and m be two positive
integers. We rst dene for each couple (i; j) 2 f1; 2; : : : ; lgf1; 2; : : : ; mg a graph Di;j
obtained from a triangle yi; j1 c
i; jyi; j2 by attaching one path b
i; j
k u
i; j
k of length 2 by the
vertex bi; jk at each y
i; j
k . We also consider a clique Q with vertex set fq1; q2; : : : ; qlg.
Now the vertex set V (Gl;m) is the disjoint union
V (Q) [
2
664 [
16i6l
16j6m
V (Di;j)
3
775 :
The edges of Gl;m are the edge of Q and of the Di;j’s and all the edges joining qi to
both bi; jk and u
i; j
k for 16i6l; 16j6m and k = 1; 2.
Proposition 6.2. Let Gl;m be the graph described in Denition 6:1.
1. The graph Gl;m is chordal.
2. If l>4 and m>2 then L(Gl;m)> ir(Gl;m).
3. For any positive integer k there exist two positive integers l and m such that the
graph Gl;m satises L − ir>k.
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Proof. A cycle in Gl;m is entirely included in V (Q) or in V (Di;j) [ fqig for some
couple (i; j) since the qi’s are cut-vertices of Gl;m. One can easily check that such a
cycle distinct from a triangle cannot be an induced cycle, so that Gl;m is a chordal
graph and Statement 1 holds.
We claim that the set X =fyi; jk j16i6l; 16j6m and k=1; 2g is a maximal irredun-
dant set of the graph Gl;m, so that ir(Gl;m)62lm. Indeed, X is an irredundant set since
bi; jk is an external X -private neighbor of y
i; j
k for 16i6l; 16j6m and k = 1; 2. Now
RX = fui; jk j16i6l; 16j6m and k =1; 2g and N [RX ] = fbi; jk ; ui; jk j16i6l; 16j6m and
k=1; 2g. Since both bi; jk and ui; jk annihilate yi; jk for 16i6l; 16j6m and k=1; 2 and by
the characterization of [3] mentioned in the introduction, X is a maximal irredundant
set.
On the other hand, let P be any maximal packing of Gl;m and we consider two
cases.
 If P \ V (Q) 6= ; and since Q is a clique, then the packing P contains exactly one
vertex, say q1, in V (Q). Let i be an integer distinct from 1. Since qi is adjacent
to q1 and by the packing property, both yi; jk and b
i; j
k cannot be in the packing P
for 16j6m and k = 1; 2. Then by maximality of P, both ci; j and ui; jk are in P for
26i6l; 16j6m and k = 1; 2. Hence jPj>3m(l− 1).
 If P \ V (Q) = ; suppose rst that P \ V (Di;j) contains either yi; jk or bi; jk for some
k = 1; 2. Since qi is adjacent to the latter vertex yi; jk or b
i; j
k and by the packing
property, both yi;sk and b
i; s
k cannot be in the packing P for every integer s distinct
from j and for k = 1; 2. Then by maximality of P, both ci; s and ui; sk are in P for
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every integer s distinct from j and for k=1; 2. Now, if P\V (Di;j) contains neither
yi; jk nor b
i; j
k for k =1; 2, then by maximality of P and since P \V (Q)= ;, both ci; j
and ui; jk are in P for k = 1; 2. Hence in either cases jPj>l(3m− 1).
We thus have jPj − ir(Gl;m)>min[m(l − 3); l(m − 1)] and therefore Statements 2
and 3 holds.
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